
Is there a need for an indigenous timber industry?

Jon Dron eld. 

Forever Beech / Seymour Forestry. 



“In the woods we return to 
reason and faith” 
 Waldo Emerson. 

















The Physical Footprint. 
◈ 6,400,000 ha of indigenous forest 99% of it protected through various mechanisms.

◈ Around 80,000 ha under SFM Plans and Permits. 

◈ Industry impacts  on 1% of  New Zealand's indigenous forest area.

◈ Regulatory environment is about protecting existing land-use,  forest structure and 
composition and ability to maintain this into the future.



Approved Harvest Volumes / Actual 
Production 

◈ 83,000m3 standing tree volume (gross forest volume) 

◈ Of which 50,000 m3 could be considered merchantable sawlog volume

◈  Currently the industry is milling around  18,000  m3 

◈ Reasons, issues, failures

◈ Lack of demand for wood?  Or ghting for a niche in a crowded market? 





The Specialty Timber Market
◈ $25 million of indigenous timber
◈ $10 million of special purpose exotics
◈ $100 million of  imports ( at wharf,  $1470 m3 average approximately half of retail 

value)
◈ $550 million of imported solid wood furniture
◈ As consumers we use nearly $700 million of someone’s indigenous forest products a 

year. 
◈ Around  4% of our demand  is produced locally.

◈ There is clearly a lot of headroom for growth and import substitution. 



The Operating Environment. 
◈ Stable functioning democracy / top 3 countries on  corruption index

◈ Sound regulatory framework, 29 years of Forest Act Amendments (and other 
legislation) which is achieving its goal. 

◈ Actionable enforcement and prosecution,   2 per year over 29 years  

◈ Locally produced products  o er the lowest possible emissions pro le



◈ In the long term, a sustainable forest management strategy aimed at 

maintaining or increasing forest carbon stocks, while producing an 

annual sustained yield of timber, fibre or energy from the forest, will 

generate the largest sustained mitigation benefit.

◈ 9th IPCC Report.




